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peoples in the UN
We wish to draw attention on the issue of enhanced participation of indigenous

system; particularly

in

relation to the selection and appointment of expert members of the

Permanent Forum
of the
As per ECOSOC resolution E/2000 /22,which established the Permanent Forum, the President

"following formal
Council shall appoint eight of the 16 members of the Permanent Forum
the basis of
consultation with the gureau and the regional groups through their coordinators, on

broad consultations with indigenous organiiations, taking into account the diversiÿ and
of
geographical distribution of the indigenous peopie of the world as well as the principles
internal
peoples,
including
transparency, representation and equal opportuniÿ for all indigenous
p.o."rrur, when àppropriate, and Iocal indigenous consultation processes..."

Indigenous peoples' organizations in Asia have since then established a process of open and
traniparent toniultation and selection for its nomination of expert member to the Permanent Forum
president of
based on agreed criteria and qualifications. In the past, the appointment by the ECOSOC
appointment
process.
However,
of
this
result
the
the lp-nominated expert member had respected
process of the Asia indigenous nominated expert member for this term of the UNPF expert members
of
is inconsistent with the said ECoSoC resolution. This is a bad precedent impacting on the integriÿ
and
upholding
been
have
we
which
Asia
in
peoples
indigenous
the defined selection process of
practicing in the spirii of strengthening our cooperation and solidariÿ' It is also an affront to an
indigenois-led and indigenous-àefined process, and to the demand of indigenous peoples for their
again
enhànced participation to tt UN system. In this context, it will be extremely difficult for us to
"
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expert
set
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next
of
the
for
process
self-selection
undertake our own
members of the permanent Forum if the Ecosoc will continue to ignore the result of this process. It
should be noted that 187 organizations and B individual advocates from around the globe have
endorsed the letter forwarded to the EC0SOC President regarding this matter'
We thereby raised our collective voice and call on the ECOSOC to ensure respect to the selection
process olindigenous peoples, consistent with the ECOSOC resolution E/2000/22. Without this
àrrrr.un.", the integriÿ, iredibiliqy and independence of the Permanent Forum is seriously
jeopardized. FurthJr, ihis will also have serious implications in the current discussion on the
enhanced participation of indigenous peoples in the UN system, of which, the respect for the selfseleclion o? indig"nors represànhdves shall be a fundamental principle. We strongly recommend
the pF to transmit the poiition of indigenous peoples that the ECOSOC president should genuinely
take into consideration the collective selection process of indigenous peoples in nominating
the
indigenous representatives to UN bodies such as the Permanentlorum. Further, we also call on
permanent Forum to bring this issue to the attention of the Under-Secretary General and to the

ongoing consultations on ways to enhance
collective decision making processes of
that
so
UN
the
at
peoples
participation of indigenous
participation'
indigenous peoples aie respected when enhancing representation and
Group of Advisers of the

uNpca in relation to the

Over sixty years ago, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, a legally binding document,
was established after World War II to move countries forward in peace.
'We

strongly urge the Permanent Forum to movç the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples, into these international arenas, in order that lndigenous Peoples may move, more
meaningfully, constructively, implementation of the declaration.
V/e thank you for considering our recommendations.

Donna A.K. Camvel

